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A R T I C L E  I N F O                              

INTRODUCTION 
 

The dependency of approximate 6 million people at 5 fold risk 
factors of stroke (1, 2) doubles the expectancy of valvular 
heart disease in the reoccurrences of embolic events based on 
several meta-analyses. The Framingham heart study (3, 4) 
demonstrates the impact of recognized MI sustainability in the 
adjustments of chronic symptoms to the pivotal study 
prognostic of high hemodynamic effect. 
 

As based on diversity of the mean population, clinical trials 
carry a wider range of practical characteristic in the li
of collaborative effort identifying CVD advancements at the 
early stage of existing CVD history continuum to the 
probability of scoring rate in females.(5) Moreover, the 
calculated 10 years in the intermediate category implement the 
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                             A B S T R A C T  
 

 

Background: Atrial fibrillation is the all-cause risk factors of CVD in females compared to 
males in the risk ratio of IHD and DM. 
Purpose: To characterize the safety efficacies of anti-thrombic agent’s
adjustments of treatment preventing ischemic stroke, adding 10 randomized trials to a 
previous meta-analysis. 
Data sources: Identified relevant trials in the literature of bibliography reviews, 
MEDLINE, and Cochrane (CENTRAL strategy from 2011
data existing in the finding of antithrombic therapy. 
Study selection: As the published clinical trials tested controlled endpoints of
included in the participation of 987 participants with 6
dependent on titrated dosing agents. 
Data extraction: Selected studies in the inclusion describe the ascertainment of diagnostic 
monitoring experience the outcome of SCD in the relevance of cardiac events, HF, MI and 
all-cause mortality differentiating the interventional hypothetic prevention.
Data synthesis: In 27 study trials included 23,040 participants mean follow
1 year). Compared with warfarin dosing (5 trials, 2400 participants) and antiplatelet agent 
(7 trials, 4776 participants) in the reduction of 69% and 32% respectively. And without 
adjustment substantially carry relative risk reduction 44% and 13% (11 trials, 11920 
participants). 
Limitations: The eligibility of method feature and insufficient data on the impact of post
MI is reported incomplete. 
Conclusion: The adjusted-dosing in warfarin and antiplatelet agents are 40% and 34% 
respectively in the risk factors of AF. Substantially, warfarin remains more efficient by 
approximately 24% then anti-platelet. The absolute increase of major hemorrhage in the 
association of trial participants judicious the importance of antithrombic medication in the 
importance of cardiac-neuro risk factors.     
     

    
 
 
 

dependency of approximate 6 million people at 5 fold risk 
factors of stroke (1, 2) doubles the expectancy of valvular 
heart disease in the reoccurrences of embolic events based on 

analyses. The Framingham heart study (3, 4) 
pact of recognized MI sustainability in the 

adjustments of chronic symptoms to the pivotal study 

As based on diversity of the mean population, clinical trials 
carry a wider range of practical characteristic in the likelihood 
of collaborative effort identifying CVD advancements at the 
early stage of existing CVD history continuum to the 
probability of scoring rate in females.(5) Moreover, the 
calculated 10 years in the intermediate category implement the  

consideration of health care longevity of life expectancy. (6) 
The tested participants of total 10,000 randomized trials updat
the maximal efficacies and safety therapies from the extracted 
previous published research including the number of treatment 
duration on antithrombic dosing confounding the average of 
subset of the AF selective to long
importance of significant AF in the percentile of female 
measures recommends the guidelines based on higher death 
consequences in the prevalence of arrhythmias.
 

In addition, certain prevalence at the rate of mortality interval 
twice increases the proportional r
genders in an association of CHD. (9, 10) Hence, the general 
population of multi-variate in the implication of difference at 
regional burdens on management accordingly differential 
diagnosis the unclear relative diseases factor.
preventive proportionality include fatal and non
initiate the studies of (HER) at women’s health in heart and 
estrogen (progestin replacement therapy) in the practices of 
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cause risk factors of CVD in females compared to 

thrombic agent’s use in the controlling 
adjustments of treatment preventing ischemic stroke, adding 10 randomized trials to a 

the literature of bibliography reviews, 
MEDLINE, and Cochrane (CENTRAL strategy from 2011-2016) obtaining the unpublished 

Study selection: As the published clinical trials tested controlled endpoints of recovery 
included in the participation of 987 participants with 6-month long-term atria fibrillation 

Selected studies in the inclusion describe the ascertainment of diagnostic 
outcome of SCD in the relevance of cardiac events, HF, MI and 

cause mortality differentiating the interventional hypothetic prevention. 
In 27 study trials included 23,040 participants mean follow-up of (6month-

rfarin dosing (5 trials, 2400 participants) and antiplatelet agent 
(7 trials, 4776 participants) in the reduction of 69% and 32% respectively. And without 
adjustment substantially carry relative risk reduction 44% and 13% (11 trials, 11920 

The eligibility of method feature and insufficient data on the impact of post-

dosing in warfarin and antiplatelet agents are 40% and 34% 
warfarin remains more efficient by 

platelet. The absolute increase of major hemorrhage in the 
association of trial participants judicious the importance of antithrombic medication in the 

consideration of health care longevity of life expectancy. (6) 
The tested participants of total 10,000 randomized trials update 
the maximal efficacies and safety therapies from the extracted 
previous published research including the number of treatment 
duration on antithrombic dosing confounding the average of 
subset of the AF selective to long-term weeks study. (7, 8) The 

ance of significant AF in the percentile of female 
measures recommends the guidelines based on higher death 
consequences in the prevalence of arrhythmias. 

In addition, certain prevalence at the rate of mortality interval 
twice increases the proportional risk growth between both the 
genders in an association of CHD. (9, 10) Hence, the general 

variate in the implication of difference at 
regional burdens on management accordingly differential 
diagnosis the unclear relative diseases factor. The ethnic of 
preventive proportionality include fatal and non-fatal causes 
initiate the studies of (HER) at women’s health in heart and 
estrogen (progestin replacement therapy) in the practices of 
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adverse events qualitatively and quantitatively based on 
evidence of support recording the recent observed chronic 
factors in a  generalized setting.  
 

Lastly, elderly groups associated to routinely monitored 
diseases count the leading decrease of carbon dioxide (11) 
emphasizing ischemic cerebrovascular causes cohort to 
suggested impaired blood flow in the estimation of sizes 
interaction diminishing the ischemic perfusion. (12) Indeed, 
warfarin illustrates numerous stages exerting the concerns of 
protective effect at atherosclerosis that also matter in 
comparison of antithrombic medication.  
 

METHODS 
 

The identified randomized trials randomize the use of 
antithrombic agents in search at PUBMED and EMBASE in 
the systematic reviews of ACS referring SCD in symptoms of 
angina prospective of follow-up analysis.  
 

The cohort limitation of OR trial with RR studies potentially 
extract the criteria of post-operative exclusion outcome in the 
importance of primary enrolled outcome widely based on HF. 
The consensus of disagreement in the identified reports of 4 
trials excludes 8 randomized trials prolonging the normalized 
ratio of aspirin and warfarin use of alone to annualize the 
result of controlled group effect assumption at P value 0.005. 
 

Data extraction 
 

The eligible approach of study characteristic in the means of 
follow-up at the outcome of history based analysis (mean age, 
stroke, CHD and HF) specifically counter the sex rate death 
ratio maximal of 95% confidence interval cohort to larger 
events. The study quality assesses the meeting of inclusion 
study abstracting work on years designing study of participants 
at diagnostic method prior to MI calculation curding CVD 
treatment plan with standard goals of monitoring HTN, BMI, 
and pre-surgery conditions. The unconventional method in 
aspects incorporating compatibility at ranging social –
economical medium at higher quality. And the sources of 
methodologies wide range the paradigm consistency of 
hemorrhage in remaining of fractional to neuro-imaging of 
ischemic stroke. 
 

Data synthesis 
 

The key featuring of material follow the preventive strategies 
at www.annals.org the absolute risk and risk reduction at 
controlled lard and persimonian method (13) annualize the 
total eventual rates. (46) The overall notable treatment 
preclude the estimation of P-value subtracting the significance 
of considerate results by doubled sided values at (Medcalc 
Mariakerke and SPSS, Chicago, Illinois) 
 

RESULT 
 

The systematic research of identified screening 3675, the 
examined 3370 in full-text review and 242 were excluded. 
Accordingly, we include 34 quantitative studies. Figure 1 
None of this studies reported life-threatening risk factors 
associating sex determination. The 21 studies provided 
published work and co studies of unpublished data; Table 1 
shows the included studies ascertainment of AF within of ECG 
recording 17 studies, 9 studies of medical records and 5 
combined studies. Two study reports SCD in the method of 
ascertainment assessing New castle-Ottawa scale. The 
overlapping 57 studies, 1000 participants respectively include 

the relative risk of CVD events, DM, HF, and all-cause 
mortality.  
 

Table: 1 Characteristic of included cohort studies that reported 
AF in men’s and women’s. The exposure of 6 months 
participants impact of risk factors n=30, average the treatment 
at post surgeries with medication carrying n=30 and n=11 
significantly. Mostly the trials varying measurements of 
antithrombic and anticoagulants with and without combined 
drugs intensity of LMWH, ACEIs/diuretics vs 
digoxin/βblockers and anti-platelet = aspirin + clopidogrel. 
 

Table 1 Characteristic of included cohort studies that reported 
AF in men’s and women’s 

 

 
 

Table 2 Baseline characteristics of females and males 
hospitalized with chronic AF 
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Figure 1 Identification of cohort studies-reporting association between AF and SCD 
related to CVD in gender differences. 

 
 

 
 
 

 

Figure 2 maximally adjusted relative risk for all cause mortality for individuals with AF 
in sex differences inversely remained variant proportional in the estimation of 95% 

confidence interval. 
 

Table 3 All-cause mortality analyses   

 

Table 4 Safety outcomes for major antithrombic comparison 
 

 
 

Table 5 Meta-analysis of the efficacy of antithrombic treatment in the 
therapies of ischemia prevention in AF patients 

 

 
Calculated relative risk reduction analyzed the hypothetical rates to yield primary prevention of control 
group of n=5% receiving antiplatelet per year 17% and prior to ischemic stroke n=10% receiving 
secondary prevention. 
 

In the assignment of the number of participants involved both 
controlled groups of males and females result in n value of 
females 163 and n=175 in males in the measures of 
rehabilitation between 45% -77%restricting primary 
prevention trial in the previous conditions of ischemic stroke 
on secondary prevention at 1.5% per year. The selective onset 
symptoms intervention, aspirin therapy closely recommend 
dosing between 160-300mg grading 1A respectively. 
Moreover, pneumatic condition with restricted mobility and 
TIA prophylaxis, heparin treatment on grading 2B 
respectively. And at long-term recommended aspirin + 
clopidogrel (75-100mg/daily with an alternative of antiplatelet 
therapy require oral anticoagulant medication. Therefore, the 
recommendation of antiplatelet regimen suggestive of 
clopidogrel over aspirin, we prefer anti-coagulants with 
adjustment of absolute risk reduction in both the genders 
percentage equal to 0.2 relative risk reduction of 0.5. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

Evidence-based medication strategy leads to the stroke risk 
factor in particular at hypothetical combined prevention. 
 

Anti-platelet 
 

The framework of anti-platelet responses compromised the 
hypoxia disrupting the blood circulation physiologically in the 
phases at propagating amplified functioning of coagulation 
factors mediating over the surface platelet receptors. The 
prevalence in the concern of higher reactivity using 
clopidogrel in females (14, 15) evaluates the relative risk based 
on (WHS) evaluation over 50 years randomizing aspirin 
approximate of 1.4 times collaborating (ATT) antithrombic 
trialists within the hypothesis of cardia-protection definitive to 
literacy conclusion. Moreover, in the occurrences of migraine, 
smoking and OCP related symptoms basically involved SLE 
and APL at American Stroke Association (ASA) collaborating 
Anti phospholipids antibodies and stroke (APA) versus 
warfarin –aspirin recurrent stroke strategy (WARS)comparing 
normalized warfarin calculating the ratio of 1.4-2.8 equal to 
aspirin 325mg composite to the endpoints of mortality rate 
provoking arterio-venous occlusion leading multi and vascular 
death at risk of 20% in both sexes (16) carry long-term ACS to 
optimize thrombolysis (TIMI) trials, undergo revascularization 
expecting reoccurrences in the events of 12-15 months 
particularly in females. (17)   
 

The evidence based on outcome and high grade of relative 
effect in participants observed recurrent stroke, non-fatal 
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hemorrhage, extracranial hemorrhage that high-risk cancer risk 
factor within the addition of aspirin> 5 years. The average 
based 1000 participants analysis attribute 50% of death tribute 
at vascular causes in the balances of the history of diseases 
favoring clot within the noticeable change of 20% aspirin 
treatment. In the consideration of the radial artery closure 
effectiveness prior selection of antithrombic drugs that greatly 
aware of the intensity of management measuring actual weight 
in calculating adjustments of creatinine levels in females. 
At another trial significance of platelet inhibitions and patient 
outcome (PLATO) dual the outcome of anti-platelet for 
consistent bleeding risk enrolling rapid stratified suppression 
in unstable angina implementing adverse event in the early 
phase at register based ACC/AHA (CRUSADE) guidelines 
respective to males at the site of bleeding P <0.0001 
accessibility. The equivalent efficacies responsive in females 
with propensity at high dosing excessively contribute sex 
disparities in ACS diminish. The observed conservative 
management at non-invasive conditions in STEMI cases 
receives perfusion (19) on high demands of mortality (20) at 
risk profiles og angiography. (21, 22) The consecutive 
adherence involving lipid-lowering medication, ACE, and 
aspirin started the interaction after the discharge from the 
hospital more effectively higher in females as compared to 
males that only recommend discontinuation at the end when 
interrupting discharge bleeding at responses of close 
monitoring (23) in premature conditions. Therefore long-term 
meta-analysis strongly predicts ARG independence of types in 
relating complications as seen in Table: 2  
 

Anti-Coagulation 
 

The investigation on arrhythmia management (AFFIRM) 
describes the therapeutic range of prolonging time significance 
in a group of sex differences P=0.001. The estimated women’s 
at the high rate of protection against (CHADS) CHF, HTN, 
age and diabetes, and prior stroke suggest parameter of 
thromboembolic risk factors that obtain aggressiveness in the 
treatment of anticoagulation therapy. (24) And at the annual 
rates of complications require RR of (1.8%, 95CI 1.3-1.9) 
relying on lower incidence of bleeding complication. (25) 
 

The observational study support path physiological underlying 
mechanism that validates the biological factor in females 
explaining incidences of 82% in females is greater risk 
diminishing the simultaneous proportionate of MI in the 
prevalence of DM and HTN at middle age worsening the 
prognosis of CHD exposure. And at the haemostatic changes 
of hormonal replacement therapy globalize setting of venous 
thromboembolism (VTE) explaining the pro-inflammatory 
mediators  in the presence of micro-vascular dysfunctions 
altering metabolic rate that directly effect on estrogen, 
progesterone and androgen levels on platelets greatly 
fluctuating RAAS metabolism  determine early phases with 
reduced BMI, reintroducing inappropriate use of antithrombic 
medication for long-term continuation subsequent to anti-
platelet. Furthermore, anti coagulants use must not accelerate 
results of aging and fatal stroke adhering disability in severity 
at P value 0.001(26) in the confirmation of stroke in males at 
multi-variant co morbidities on the basis of females gender 
appearing (CH2 DS2-VA/2)seen at Figure .2 and Table. 3 
Figure: 2 maximally adjusted relative risk for all cause 
mortality for individuals with AF in sex differences inversely 
remained variant proportional in the estimation of 95% 
confidence interval. 

 

Hence, study on AF according to gender control direct the use 
of anticoagulants orally resulting warfarin efficacies to remain 
stable in both genders at the ratio of hemorrhage. The adverse 
events showed no clear differences at the high rate of bleeding 
in males and slight high risk of stroke in females respectively.  
 

The Combined effect of anticoagulants and anti-platelet 
 

The past studies on platelet activation derived β-TG at the 
parameters of D-dimers, prothrombin, and fibrinogen to 
abundant the required primary and secondary preventions at 
the incidences of systematic embolism and stroke. The 
findings on dual effects inhibit the modulation of substantials 
in NVAF cases further with no clear evidence. The risk of 
embolism complications in the processes of mechanisms at 
hypercoagulability reactivity irregularly persistent the injuries 
in the adhesiveness of monolayer flow at endothelium.  
 

The anti-coagulation effects in the measurements of PTT 
remained unaffected structurally in the inhibiting processes 
with the contrast of heparin, under circumstances of clotting 
activation. (28) The evidence of thromboprophylaxis at 65% of 
TE risk factors acquired 22% no useful results to tackle the 
high-risk vascular events up to 20%. Therefore the combined 
mono dual medication therapy in AF concomitant CHD in 
undergoes the stent strategies.  
 

However, the property of thrombogenicity epitomized the 
grafting method at the recombinant trials on animals for the 
restenosis of plasminogen that is accelerating the delaying of 
heparin for the better situation of aspirin use. (27, 28, 29, 30) 
The tolerability of bleeding risk factors in the aspirin therapy 
created adhere events on IV nitroglycerin infusion at the 
probable minor conditions documenting antithrombic 
effectiveness in favors of clinical activity meeting the 
standards of excellence at safer profiles on the symptom of 
unstable angina. And also at the close monitoring of heparin 
treatment, plasma proteins responded neutralization episodes 
aggregating the ischemic episodes. At invivo, half-life 
fibrinopeptide, the systemic activity proved an efficient 
significance of thrombin factor variable to aPTT staging 
differentiating both the optimal drugs to coronary diseases. 
Therefore, the prolonged aPTT yields therapeutic heparin, in 
which access visibility is quite difficult. Clinically, the high 
rate of subjects in occlusion studies achieved 95% success in 
designing unequal population-based sites. Thus, comparative 
to anti-anginal medication observed an increase in plasma rates 
at reoccurred injuries rebound the associations of anti-
coagulants at isolated use. (31) 
 

DISCUSSION 
 

The history based cardiovascular incidences on outcome 
average the results in ACS revascularization and HF events in 
males at follow-up of 1 year. The prediction of AF symptoms 
consistently reported increased symptoms, the high risk 
asymptomatic conditions in females. (32,33) Secondly, the 
sinus rhythm in the observational study at gender differences 
copies a method of earlier known warrants at symptoms in 
reoccurrences for the further perception. The pharmacological 
treatment in the maintenance of preserving ablation therapy it 
demands an anti-arrhythmia at the cardioversion prevalence 
versus surgical intervention. (33, 34) Moreover, the invasive 
technique at the females reacts decreasingly in valvular 
condition conserving hyperactive reactions.  (35) Similarly, 
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HF also counters severe complications with susceptibility of 
equivalent 1-year duration examining reduced EF intending 
the development of preserved EF in females. Additionally, the 
occasion of AF symptoms varies with fatigue, palpitation, and 
dyspnea at a common feature of angina with the ratio of 35% 
in females and 27% in males frequently prescribe 
anticoagulation therapy at 2 fold baseline follow-up. The 
strengthened ability of clinical assumption, on time associated 
the validity of males target positivity diversifying the 
assessment of HAS-BLED and CHA2DS2 predictors. 
The epidemiologically based counterpart weaker the risk 
assessment in the ratio of females: males that experience CAD 
generally due to high absolute risk at combined therapy with 
regards to anti-platelet. The utilization of aspirin drug, also 
significantly differ the health study at mortality rate (36) WHS 
including non-fatal heart diseases contributing to the 
presuming of stroke management the unknown analog to see 
the differences. (37) Therefore, the androgen role at combined 
estrogen level worsen the situation at demonstrating the 
comparable cases that compel the progesterone role in the 
chronic treatment inducing the module of traumatic injury in 
brain (PROTECT) to calculate (GCS) at severity likely at 
randomized placebo trials, seen in table: 4 undergoing the 
mediation of self assessed genetic owing XY and XX cells in 
the influences of sex steroids. (38, 39, 40) The amplified phase 
in the propagation of platelet-bound complexes generates the 
complexity with stable conditions to disrupt the thrombolysis 
in the existence of TPA plasminogen dissolving pathologic 
occlusion and eventual infarcts. Consequently, in the platelet 
functioning, the hormonal differences predominate the 
estrogen in females at ovulation period illustrating the 
postmenopausal and prepubertal cycles in both sexes. (41) 
Conversely, replacement therapy synthetically delineate the 
preventive measures and improvements (42) by exhibiting the 
replacement therapy to suppress the pathways of vascular 
dysfunction in restoring the influenced success rate (22) by 
repeatedly adding multiple procedures in the discovery of 
normal sinus rhythm that required a preferences of 
recommendation motion to clear fewer rate of causes in men’s. 
(43) 
 

Table: 4 Safety outcomes for major antithrombic comparison 
According to the previous studies in the majority of guidelines 
result in 2014 concluded the equally similar progress at anti-
coagulants follow-up NOAS, but the secondary observed 
analysis highly residue the risk of women’s in a controversial 
era at a cohort broader explanations. (37) Lastly, the 
heterogeneity in larger studies adjusted only 8%thrombic 
events in the sizes and uncertain estimation. Regardless VASC 
use to proportional the warfarin trial relevantly in the 
recognition of MI at current issue of controlled sex analysis. 
(44, 45) Table .5   
 
 

CONCLUSION  
 

The existence of pathophysiology in acute MI prevention give 
similar results between males and females, but occasionally 
evident certain complications slightly higher in females in the 
personalized measures of a balanced approach in the beneficial 
treatment at cardiac risk factors. And also the interactive 
efficacies risk the anti-platelet drugs in to convincing the 
comparison of future guidelines in an adequate conducted sex 
differences specifying the examined receiving quantity for the 
further conceptual framework. Moreover, the limited outcomes 

in the association of antithrombic pharmacological effects 
assume one-third results (38) at symptomatic ranges of CHD 
eligibility. And the targets in females in the participation of 
study enrollment approve the affirmative action at the 
improved trials of endpoints in the major references 
representing less ascertainment. 
 

Limitations 
 

The common registries and competence of accurate data 
materials standardize the limits at the bias of obtaining 
murmur dysfunctions; the variable of lifespan, generalized 
treated dosing linking the differentiated management. In 
conclusion, clinical presentation and its leading outcome factor 
largely cohort the research in the individualized system taking 
non-pharmacological symptomatic results to reach preventive 
strategies into epidemic worldwide. 
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